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ABSTRACT
We examine the formation of giant elliptical galaxies using their globular cluster (GC) systems as
probes of their evolutionary history. The bimodal distributions of GC metallicities in such galaxies are
often cited as evidence for the formation of giant elliptical galaxies through mergers involving gas-rich
spirals, with the metal-rich GCs forming during the merger process. We explore an alternative possi-
bility : that these metal-rich clusters represent the galaxyÏs intrinsic GC population and the metal-poor
component of the observed GC metallicity distribution arises from the capture of GCs from other gal-
axies, either through mergers or through tidal stripping. Starting with plausible assumptions for the
luminosity function of galaxies in the host cluster and for the dependence of GC metallicity on parent
galaxy luminosity, we show using Monte Carlo simulations that the growth of a preexisting seed galaxy
through mergers and tidal stripping is accompanied naturally by the capture of metal-poor GCs whose
chemical abundances are similar to those that are observed to surround giant ellipticals. We also investi-
gate the spatial distribution of GCs in isolated galaxies of low and intermediate luminosity and conclude
that, at the epoch of formation, the GC systems of such galaxies are likely to have been more spatially
extended than their constituent stars. Thus, the capture of GCs through tidal stripping, unlike mergers,
does not necessarily conserve GC speciÐc frequency. Comparisons of model GC metallicity distributions
and speciÐc frequencies to those observed for the well-studied galaxies NGC 4472 (\M49) and NGC
4486 (\M87), the two brightest cluster members of the nearby Virgo cluster, show that it is possible to
explain their bimodal GC metallicity distributions and discordant speciÐc frequencies without resorting to
the formation of new GCs in mergers or by invoking multiple bursts of GC formation. Finally, we discuss
the possibility of using the ratio of the numbers of metal-poor to metal-rich GCs in giant elliptical gal-
axies as a diagnostic of their merger histories. We use this method to derive upper limits on the number
of galaxies and total luminosity accreted to date by NGC 4472.
Subject headings : galaxies : clusters : general È galaxies : elliptical and lenticular, cD È
galaxies : interactions È galaxies : star clusters
1. INTRODUCTION
An understanding of galaxy formation is one of the prin-
cipal goals of modern astrophysics. An important Ðrst step
in this campaign came with the demonstration by Toomre
that mergers of late-type galaxies often produce end-(1977)
products that bear a striking resemblance to giant ellipticals
(gEÏs). In subsequent years, support has grown for the
notion that mergers play an important, if not dominant,
role in the formation of gE galaxies. Not only have investi-
gations into the structure and kinematics of low-redshift
gEÏs revealed fossil evidence of past mergers &(Bender
Surma & Merritt et al.1992 ; Tremblay 1996 ; Faber 1997),
but theoretical models of galaxy formation invariably
predict the growth of such galaxies through mergers
White, & Guiderdoni Cole et al.(Kau†mann, 1993 ; 1994 ;
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Frenk, & White Particularly close attentionNavarro, 1995).
has been paid to cD galaxies and centrally dominant ellip-
ticals in rich clusters since it is widely believed that the
formation of these rare objects is fundamentally connected
to the formation of the clusters themselves (see, e.g.,
& Tremaine & OstrikerOstriker 1975 ; Hausman 1978 ;
Merritt 1984, 1985 ; Mackie 1992 ; West 1994).
The globular cluster systems (GCSs) of gE galaxies have
traditionally provided some of the most stringent con-
straints on models for the formation and evolution of these
objects (see, e.g., Since GCs are the oldest andHarris 1986).
brightest objects that can be identiÐed in gE galaxies, they
are powerful tools for investigating the structure and chemi-
cal evolution of their host galaxies at the epoch of forma-
tion. Indeed, any model that seeks to explain the formation
of gEÏs must be able to account for the number, chemical
abundance, and spatial distribution of their associated
systems of GCs.
One of the strongest arguments against the view that gE
galaxies represent the remains of merged spirals (see, e.g.,
is that of den Bergh SimplyToomre 1977) van (1982).
stated, ellipticals have GC speciÐc frequencies (i.e., the
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number of GCs per unit parent galaxy luminosity ; see ° 2.3)
that are 2È3 times higher than those of spirals and irregulars
Of course, these morphologically disparate(Harris 1991).
galaxies exhibit very di†erent clustering properties, so the
extent to which their GCSs have been inÑuenced by
environment is unclear (see For instance,West 1993). Forte,
Martinez, & Muzzio suggested that the high speciÐc(1982)
frequency of NGC 4486, the centrally dominant galaxy in
the Virgo cluster, might be explained by the capture of GCs
through tidal stripping of less massive galaxies (cf. Muzzio
1987).
An additional constraint on galaxy formation models
comes from the observed distribution of GC metallicities.
Following initial suggestions of non-Gaussian metallicity
distributions based on rather small samples of GCs (Ostrov,
Geisler, & Forte & Geisler a Ñurry of1993 ; Lee 1993),
activity has now demonstrated beyond question that many,
and perhaps most, luminous ellipticals show distinctly
bimodal GC metallicity distributions (see, e.g., etWhitmore
al. & Santiago The number of gEÏs1995 ; Elson 1996).
having reliable GC metallicity distributions has now risen
to roughly a dozen (see the recent compilation of Forbes,
Brodie, & Grillmair hereafter As these1997 ; FBG97).
authors point out, the mean metallicity of the metal-rich
component increases with the luminosity of the parent
galaxy in a manner that is entirely consistent with that
originally proposed by den Bergh However, thevan (1975).
position of the metal-poor peak shows no strong correlation
with the properties of the host galaxy : it falls in the range
with little or no dependence on[1.5[ [Fe/H][[0.7
parent galaxy luminosity. The challenge for models of gE
formation is therefore to explain not just the origin and size
of these chemically distinct GC populations, but also to
understand why the location of the metal-poor component
peak depends so weakly on the luminosity of the parent
galaxy.
One possible explanation for the high speciÐc frequencies
and bimodal GC metallicity distributions of gEÏs is that the
same mergers that give rise to the galaxies themselves also
serve as catalysts for the formation of new GCs (Schweizer
& Zepf In other words, the popu-1986 ; Ashman 1992).
lations of metal-rich GCs associated with galaxies such as
NGC 4486 et al. & Santiago(Whitmore 1995 ; Elson 1996)
and NGC 4472 Lee, & Kim are interpreted(Geisler, 1996)
as being the relics of merger-induced GC formation,
whereas the metal-poor components are assumed to consti-
tute the preexisting GCSs. However, as et al.Geisler (1996)
point out, both of these galaxies show bimodal GC metal-
licity distributions yet have speciÐc frequencies that di†er
by nearly a factor of 3 so it seems unlikely(Harris 1986),
that any single mechanism, such as merger-induced GC for-
mation, can explain entirely the properties of their GCSs. In
light of these difficulties, have argued that theFBG97
chemically distinct GC populations in gEÏs are indigenous
to their parent galaxies and are formed in ““ two distinct
phases of star formation from gas of di†ering metallicity. ÏÏ
Nevertheless, it is difficult to identify the mechanism
responsible for the separate GC-formation episodes and for
delaying the onset of the second burst.
In this paper, we show that bimodal GC metallicity dis-
tributions in gEÏs are a natural consequence of the capture
of GCs through mergers and tidal stripping of other gal-
axies. Our model di†ers from that of & ZepfAshman (1992)
in that we identify the metal-rich component of the GC
metallicity distributions as the gEÏs intrinsic GCS; mergers
and tidal stripping will lead almost inevitably to a second
peak in the range with the exact[1.5[ [Fe/H][[0.7,
position depending weakly on the shape of the luminosity
function in the host cluster. We also conclude that, contrary
to some earlier claims, the capture of GCs through tidal
stripping of other cluster galaxies does not necessarily con-
serve speciÐc frequency, particularly if the bulk of the tidally
stripped GCs originated in low- and intermediate-
luminosity galaxies. Finally, we use this model to explain
the bimodal GC metallicity distributions and discordant
speciÐc frequencies of NGC 4472 and NGC 4486Èthe two
brightest members of the Virgo cluster.
2. GC METALLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS IN GALAXIES :gE
EVOLUTION DUE TO MERGERS AND TIDAL STRIPPING
We seek to model the GC metallicity distributions of gE
galaxies, particularly those located in rich galaxy clusters.
Simply stated, our goal is to predict the metallicity distribu-
tion of GCs acquired through mergers or through tidal
stripping of other cluster galaxies. To do this, we must Ðrst
consider three factors that together determine the total
number of GCs of a given metallicity that are present in any
ensemble of galaxies : (1) the number of GCs as a function of
parent galaxy luminosity ; (2) the relationship between GC
metallicity and parent galaxy luminosity ; and (3) the dis-
tribution of galaxy luminosities. Combining these three
relations allows us to predict the metallicity distribution of
GCs that may be captured by gEÏs from other galaxies.
2.1. T he ““Zero-Age ÏÏ Relation[Fe/H]-M
V
i
There have been numerous compilations of mean GC
metallicity, and parent galaxy absolute magnitude,[Fe/H],
in the recent literature. Although it is now establishedM
V
,
that the two parameters are related in a manner that is
consistent with that originally proposed by den Berghvan
the exact form of the correlation remains an open(1975),
question. and et al. have foundHarris (1991) Durrell (1997)
a slope of whereasd[Fe/H]/dM
V
\ [0.17^ 0.04, Ashman
& Bird have argued that genuine halo GCs have(1993)
similar irrespective of parent galaxy luminosity.[Fe/H],
Part of this discrepancy arises from the sample deÐnition, as
some investigators have chosen to exclude the GCSs of
massive galaxies such as gEÏs and luminous spirals from
their analyses since, at the high luminosities that are charac-
teristic of these objects, the observed relation[Fe/H]-M
Vshows large scatter.
Here, we attempt to go a step further and reconstruct the
initial, ““ zero-age ÏÏ relation over the entire[Fe/H]-M
V
i
range of spheroidal galaxy luminosities. As a result of the
detailed observations of GC colors in gEÏs, we now know
that the scatter at the bright end of the present-day [Fe/H]-
relation reÑects the observed bimodality in the gEM
Vmetallicity distributions. Using these detailed color dis-
tributions, showed that it is the position of theFBG97
metal-rich peak which correlates best with the gE lumi-
nosity. The existence of such a correlation suggests that the
metal-rich GCs in these galaxies formed via the same
mechanism as the GCs in galaxies of low- and intermediate-
luminosity, and we are thus led to identify the metal-rich
population as the gEÏs primordial GCS. Our identiÐcation
of the metal-rich GCs as the intrinsic component of the
GCSs in these galaxies may seem odd at Ðrst glance, partic-
ularly since GCs are believed to be among the Ðrst objects
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to have formed in the early universe. However, analyses of
absorption line indices in gE galaxies using stellar popu-
lation models suggest that the gas from which these systems
formed was likely to be preenriched, and that the galaxies
themselves underwent rapid chemical enrichment by
massive stars (see, e.g., Freitas Pachecode 1996 ; Greggio
Likewise, the extremely high star formation rates1997).
found by et al. for primeval galaxies at red-Pettini (1997)
shifts of zD 3 provide additional evidence for rapid chemi-
cal enrichment in such massive galaxies. Regardless of the
exact mechanism responsible for the early chemical enrich-
ment, Blakeslee, & Ryzhov have recently pro-Cohen, (1998)
vided compelling evidence that it must have proceeded on a
very short timescale : Balmer-line indices for 150 GCs sur-
rounding NGC 4486 indicate that the metal-rich GCs have
ages of D13 Gyr, indistinguishable from those of their
metal-poor counterparts.
If the metal-rich GCs are the intrinsic population (i.e.,
those originally associated with the seed galaxy that we now
observe as a gE), then the zero-age relation[Fe/H]-M
V
i
must be deÐned by the correlation between the seed galaxy
luminosity and the position of the metal-rich peak of the
GC metallicity distribution. The latter is an observed quan-
tity ; unfortunately, the seed galaxy luminosity is not.
However, under the assumption that the total number of
GCs in the galaxy population is conserved during the
merger process, we can establish the range of possible seed
galaxy luminosities from the observed distribution of GC
metallicities. We explore two limiting cases : Ðrst, we posit
that all of the metal-poor GCs were acquired through
mergers. In this case, the observed fraction of GCs in the
metal-rich peak is a direct measure of the luminosity of the
initial seed (provided that the captured galaxies have
roughly the same GC speciÐc frequency ; see ° 2.3) :














where is the Ðnal absolute magnitude of the gE galaxy,M
V
f
and and refer to the number of metal-rich andNmr Nmpmetal-poor GCs, respectively. Since all three of these
present-day quantities are available from we canFBG97,
compute an initial, premerger relation directly[Fe/H]-M
V
i
from these observations (assuming that the dynamical fric-
tion timescale in the merged system is long, and that the
metal-rich and metal-poor GCs are equally susceptible to
destruction ; see Strictly speaking, our ““ zero-age ÏÏ° 4.3).
relation is more accurately described as the initial [Fe/H]-
relation as it would appear today provided the sub-M
V
i
sequent evolution has been totally passive (i.e., we apply no
magnitude correction to account for the fading stellar popu-
lations in the original galaxies, since the same correction
would then need to be subtracted when comparing to
nearby gEÏs).
In the opposite limit, we make the extreme assumption
that the initial luminosity is the same as the Ðnal lumi-
nosity : i.e., that the metal-poor GCs are stripped from
neighboring galaxies without any accompanying Ðeld stars.
This is obviously a Ðrm upper limit to the seed luminosity
and a conservative bound at that ; stripping will inevitably
transfer at least some Ðeld stars to the seed galaxy.4
The resulting range of possible relations is[Fe/H]-M
V
i
shown in For the gEÏs, we plot the 11 gEÏs listed inFigure 1.
For each galaxy, we adopt the mean metallicity forFBG97.
the metal-rich GC population reported in andFBG97
assume an uncertainty in of ^0.2 dex. The modest[Fe/H]





mag) are shown as the horizontal arrows in whereFigure 1,




Because dwarf galaxies are less likely to have merged with
smaller systems, they provide a more direct view of the
original relation. A search of the literature[Fe/H]-M
V
i
revealed nine dwarf elliptical galaxies for which there exist
data on the chemical abundance of their GCSs. For these
galaxies, we have plotted the raw values of and[Fe/H] M
Vin For each galaxy, we have taken the best avail-Figure 1.
able estimate for the metallicity of each individual GC. For
a few of the galaxies, there exist multiple determinations of
the metallicities of some GCs ; in such cases, we give prefer-
ence to spectroscopic measurements. We then calculate the
mean GC metallicity the intrinsic metallicity dis-[Fe/H],




We also include in our sample NGC 1380, the only len-
ticular (S0) galaxy in which accurate metallicities have been
measured for a large number of GCs et al.(Kissler-Patig
Like most gE galaxies, NGC 1380 shows a bimodal1997).
GC metallicity distribution. Following et al.Kissler-Patig
we adopt and(1997), [Fe/H]\ 0.15^ 0.5, Nmr\ 382 ^ 20,Nmp \ 182 ^ 20.Our sample of 21 galaxies is listed in whoseTable 1,
columns record the name, morphological type, and absolute
visual magnitude for the parent galaxy of each GCS, the
total number of GCs having measured metallicities, and the
corresponding mean GC metallicity and intrinsic disper-
sion ; references are given in the Ðnal two columns. Since it
is clear that the relationship between and Mi is[Fe/H]




[Fe/H]\ a0] a1MVi ] a2MVi2 . (3)






[ a0[ a1MV,ji [ a2MV,ji2 )2
v*Fe@H+2 ] (a1] 2a2MV,ji )v*Fe@H+2
, (4)





\ a1] 2a2MVi . (5)
Minimizing yields andequation (4) a0\ 2.31, a1\ 0.638,The resulting is shown as thea2\ 0.0247. [Fe/H]-MVi
4 One might also consider a third case : that Ðeld stars are actually
accreted more efficiently than GCs. However, the fact that no GCSs are
observed to be less extended that the underlying stellar halo makes this
possibility seem very remote.
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FIG. 1.ÈMean GC metallicity, plotted against absolute visual magnitude, of the parent galaxy. For the gE and lenticular galaxies, we plot[Fe/H], M
V
i ,
the mean metallicities of their metal-rich GCs against the absolute visual magnitudes given by The dotted line shows the second-order polynomial thateq. (2).
best Ðts the data, taking into account the uncertainties in both observables. The uncorrected magnitudes for the giant galaxies are indicated by the arrows
(see text for details). Some of the scatter among the corrected magnitudes for the giant galaxies undoubtedly reÑects the presence of radial gradients in the
ratio of metal-rich and metal-poor GCs (i.e., the GCSs are not observed over the same metric radii in all of the galaxies). The dashed line shows the
relation obtained using the uncorrected magnitudes.[Fe/H]-M
V
i
dotted line in the dashed line indicates the relationFigure 1 ;
found without the correction given by Theequation (2).
di†erence between the two Ðts is never large ; we show in ° 3
that our conclusions depend very little on these small varia-
tions in the relation.[Fe/H]-M
V
i
Finally, we investigate the possibility that the intrinsic
dispersion in GC metallicity also depends on the luminosity
of the parent galaxy. Based on the nine galaxies in Table 1
that have reliable estimates for we Ðnd a weighted meanp
i
,
dispersion of dex with no signiÐcant evi-p
i
\ 0.28^ 0.05





metallicity dispersion among luminous galaxies noted by
previous investigators (see, e.g., is likely to be aHarris 1991)
consequence of their bimodal GC metallicity distributions,
which went unnoticed for many years because of the small
sample sizes and the limited metallicity sensitivity of the
color indices used in early photometric surveys (see the dis-
cussion in et al.Geisler 1996).
2.2. T he Initial L uminosity Function of Cluster Galaxies
Galaxies in clusters span an enormous range in lumi-
nosity and mass. The present-day galaxy luminosity func-
tion (LF) is determined both by the cosmological conditions
when galaxies began to form and by subsequent evolution
of the galaxy population. In the case of an )\ 1, cold dark
matter universe, the predicted mass spectrum is steep at all
redshifts ; at z\ 0, dN/dM P M~2 at the low-mass end. The
corresponding LF follows from the cycle of gas cooling, star
formation, and supernova feedback, none of which (with the
possible exception of the Ðrst) are well understood. Never-
theless, solutions derived using quite disparate physical
assumptions yield a remarkably consistent picture. Depend-
ing mostly on the strength of the feedback, the derived LFs
are always steep at the faint end : [1.4¹ d log N/
d log L ¹ [2.0 (see, e.g., Guiderdoni, & WhiteKau†mann,
et al. Cole, & Frenk1994 ; Cole 1994 ; Baugh, 1996).
Unfortunately, our theoretical understanding of galaxy
formation remains incomplete, and direct extrapolation of
the redshift-dependent LFs is still our best hope for recon-
structing the initial LF. Of the many analytic expressions
proposed to describe the observed galaxy LF, the/(L
V
),


















where /* is a parameter related to the number of galaxies
per unit volume, is a characteristic luminosity (measuredL
V
*
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TABLE 1
DEPENDENCE OF GC METALLICITY ON PARENT GALAXY LUMINOSITY
Galaxy Type M
V
i NGC [Fe/H] pi References (MVi ) References ([Fe/H])
Dwarf Ellipticals
Fornax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . dE0 [12.7^ 0.4 5 [1.77^ 0.12 0.20^ 0.07 1 2, 3
Sagittarius . . . . . . . . . . . . . dE [13.2^ 0.5 3 [1.79^ 0.13a 0.21^ 0.09 4, 5 6
M81[F8D1 . . . . . . . . . . . dE [14.25^ 0.26 1 [1.8^ 0.3 7 7
NGC 147 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E5p [15.45^ 0.23 2 [2.06^ 0.33 0.27^ 0.16 8, 9 10
NGC 185 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E3p [15.47^ 0.23 5 [1.61^ 0.23 0.31^ 0.11 8, 11 10
VCC 1254 . . . . . . . . . . . . . dE0, N [16.65^ 0.20 13 [1.51^ 0.13 0.45^ 0.09 12, 13 12
NGC 205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E5p [16.61^ 0.32 6 [1.48^ 0.09 0.14^ 0.06 8, 14 8
VCC 1386 . . . . . . . . . . . . . dE3, N [16.99^ 0.21 8 [1.43^ 0.10 0.21^ 0.52 12, 13 12
NGC 3115 DW1 . . . . . . dE1, N [17.62^ 0.14 24 [1.25^ 0.13 0.65^ 0.09 15, 16 16
Lenticulars
NGC 1380 . . . . . . . . . . . . . S0 [21.0^ 0.3 0.15^ 0.5 17 17
Giant Ellipticals
NGC 1052 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E4 [20.25^ 0.3 [0.4^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 1399 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E1p [20.85^ 0.3 [0.57^ 0.2b 18 18
NGC 1404 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E1 [20.1^ 0.3 [0.2^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 3311 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E]2 [21.4^ 0.3 0.15^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 3923 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E4[5 [21.4^ 0.3 0.0^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 4472 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E2 [21.6^ 0.3 1774 [0.05^ 0.2 0.32^ 0.10c 18 18
NGC 4486 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E]0-1p [21.8^ 0.3 0.0^ 0.2d 18 18
NGC 4494 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E1[2 [20.0^ 0.3 [0.3^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 5128 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E0p [21.0^ 0.3 [0.1^ 0.2 18 18
NGC 5846 . . . . . . . . . . . . . E0[1 [22.3^ 0.3 [0.2^ 0.2 18 18
IC 1459 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E3 [20.5^ 0.3 0.0^ 0.2 18 18
a Following et al. we omit Terzan 7 from the calculation of since its high metallicity Costa & Armandro† youngerDurrell 1997, [Fe/H] (Da 1995),
age & Sarajedini and marginally discrepant velocity Costa & Armandro† suggest that it may not be a true Sagittarius GC.(Layden 1997), (Da 1995)
b Shows marginal evidence for a trimodal GC metallicity distribution et al. We combine their intermediate- and metal-rich(Forbes 1997).
populations and Ðnd that 55% of the GCs comprise a metal-rich component with peak at [Fe/H]\ [0.57.
c We adopt the dispersion of the metal-rich component of the double Gaussian distribution that best Ðts the photometrically derived GC
metallicity distribution of et al.Geisler 1996.
d Shows marginal evidence for a trimodal GC metallicity distribution et al. We Ðt a double Gaussian distribution to the HST data(Forbes 1997).
of et al. and adopt [Fe/H]\ 0.0 as the location of the metal-rich peak ; 53% of the GCs in this sample belong to the metal-richWhitmore 1995
component.
REFERENCES.È(1) et al. (2) et al. (3) Meylan, & Mayor (4) Gilmore, & Irwin (5) etMateo 1991 ; Buonanno 1985 ; Dubath, 1992 ; Ibata, 1995 ; Mateo
al. (6) Costa & Armandro† (7) et al. (8) Vaucouleurs et al. (9) et al. (10) Costa & Mould1996 ; Da 1995 ; Caldwell 1997 ; de 1991 ; Han 1997 ; Da 1988 ;
(11) Freedman & Madore (12) et al. (13) et al. (14) (15) Jacoby, & Tonry (16)Lee, 1993 ; Durrell 1997 ; Ferrarese 1996 ; Lee 1996 ; Ciardullo, 1993 ;
et al. (17) et al. (18) et al.Durrell 1996 ; Kissler-Patig 1997 ; Forbes 1997.
for our purposes in the V -band), and a is a parameter that
determines the relative number of faint and bright galaxies.
Enormous e†ort has gone into measuring the galaxy LF
both in the Ðeld and in clusters (see, e.g., the reviews by
Tammann, & Sandage VirtuallyBinggeli, 1988 ; Ellis 1997).
all studies agree that at low redshift, the LF turns over





down to approximately 3 magnitudes below FainterL
V
*.
than this, however, there is considerable disagreement over
the LF slope. For instance, et al. Ðnd evi-Marzke (1994)
dence for a steep upturn of a ^ [1.9 at the faint end of the
Ðeld LF, while et al. claim that the LF remainsEllis (1996)
Ñat to at least 4.5 magnitudes fainter than L*. Recently,
has suggested that a better param-Loveday (1997)
eterization of the Ðeld LF is a double Schechter function
with a very steep faint-end slope of ^[2.8.
Several recent studies of the cluster LF have produced
generally similar results. For example, in their study of the
Coma cluster, et al. have shown that a two-Biviano (1995)
component LF, consisting of a Gaussian at the bright end
and a steep Schechter function at the faint end, closely
resembles the observed LF. Driver, & PhillipsSmith, (1997),
et al. et al. andWilson (1997), Lopez-Cruz (1997), Trentham
Ðnd similar behavior in several rich clusters over the(1997)
redshift range However, these authors disagree0 [ z[ 0.2.
on the question of how cluster LFs have evolved with time ;
for instance, et al. Ðnd little di†erence betweenSmith (1997)
clusters at z\ 0 and z\ 0.2, while et al.Wilson (1997)
claim that the galaxy colors suggest the presence of a fading
population of dwarf irregulars whose star formation was
truncated soon after z^ 0.2.
Given the uncertainty in both Ðeld and cluster LFs at
early epochs, we choose to explore a range of possibilities
for the initial LF. We are particularly interested in the
initial LF in clusters, since it is bright cluster ellipticals that
we trying to understand. Given the observations, it seems
likely that the present-day LF in, for example, the Virgo
cluster represents a lower bound on the initial faint-end
slope : a \ [1.2. As an upper bound, we choose a single
Schechter function with the slope of the steep component
observed in many low-redshift clusters : a \ [1.8. Such a
steep LF might represent a brighter analog of the steep
(perhaps faded) dwarf LF observed at low redshift. Because
we Ðnd that single Schechter functions covering this range
in a yield a range of metallicity distributions that encom-
passes those produced by two-component LFs, we restrict
our analysis to the single Schechter function with
[1.8¹ a ¹ [1.2.
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2.3. Choice of GC-SpeciÐc Frequency
During interactions with other galaxies, the number of
GCs available for capture by a gE galaxy depends on the
luminosity of each passing galaxy. To Ðrst order, the
number of GCs, scales directly with absolute magni-NGC,tude of the parent galaxy. A convenient means of expressing
the number of GCs per unit galaxy luminosity is the speciÐc






\ NGC 100.4(MV`15) . (7)
For dwarf ellipticals and gEÏs in rich clusters, with aS
n
^ 5
dispersion of (see, e.g., In whatp(S
n
) ^ 1 Harris 1991).
follows, we assume speciÐc frequency to be independent of
(see and references therein) and adopt aM
V
Harris 1991,
speciÐc frequency of for the interacting galaxies.S
n
\ 5 ^ 1
In we discuss the implications of this choice of° 3.1, S
n
.
3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS OF GC
METALLICITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Having speciÐed the relation, the speciÐc fre-[Fe/H]-M
V
i
quency and the initial galaxy LF, it is possible to simu-S
n
,
late the metallicity distribution of GCs captured by a gE
galaxy. As discussed in we assume that the luminosity° 2.1,
of the initial seed galaxy, has grown by the amountL init,as a result of the capture of smaller galaxies. Therefore,L capwe calculate for each gE asL cap




and we select at random a galaxy that, based on the prob-
ability distribution given by may have mergedequation (6),
with the initial gE galaxy. Since, by deÐnition, the gE galaxy
cannot consume an object larger than itself, we adopt a
maximum luminosity of for Likewise, weL init equation (6).assume that the faint-end of the LF is truncated at L
V
\
This is the luminosity of the Fornax dwarf galaxy,107L
V,_.the faintest galaxy known to harbor its own GCS et(Mateo
al. We repeat this process, recording the1991 ; Harris 1991).








L capº L final[ L init (10)
is satisÐed. At this point, the simulations are terminated
and the total number of captured galaxies, is recorded.Ncap,For each captured galaxy, we calculate the total number
of associated GCs using including a randomequation (7),
dispersion of for both the captured and seed gal-p(S
n
) \ 1
axies. A metallicity is assigned randomly to each captured
GC from an assumed Gaussian distribution with mean
metallicity, determined from and an[Fe/H], equation (3),
intrinsic spread of dex, irrespective of the hostp
i
\ 0.28
galaxy luminosity. We account for the scatter in the
relation by including a random dispersion of[Fe/H]-M
V
i
0.2 dex when assigning a mean GC metallicity to each
galaxy (as discussed in We repeat this process one last° 2.1).
time for the initial gE galaxy and combine the intrinsic and
captured GCs to create a Ðnal simulated GC metallicity
distribution.
For simplicity, we assume that all galaxies have equal
merger probabilities ; in reality, the likelihood of capture
may be a function of galaxy mass. For instance, circular
orbits through an isothermal dark halo decay on a time-
scale inversely proportional to the mass M & Tre-(Ostriker
maine For a more general1975 ; Tremaine 1976).
distribution of orbits, however, the situation is more com-
plicated. et al. have argued on the basis of theCole (1994)
N-body/hydrodynamical simulations of et al.Navarro
that the merger timescale, q, shows a relatively weak(1995)
mass dependence : qP M~0.25. Since the exact form of the
dependence is still under debate, we have chosen not to
include an explicit mass dependence in our models. We
simply note that for a constant mass-to-light ratio, the
merger probability derived by et al. is pro-Cole (1994)
portional to L0.25. If this is indeed the correct dependence,
then each of the LFs considered in the following analysis
would need to be corrected by an amount *a\ [0.25 (i.e.,
an assumed LF slope of a \ [1.5 would correspond to an
actual slope of a \ [1.75).
As an illustration of this method, we now compare the
simulated GC metallicity distributions to those observed
for a well-studied gE galaxy : NGC 4472, the brightest
member of the Virgo cluster.
3.1. T he GC Metallicity Distribution of NGC 4472
The GC metallicity distribution of NGC 4472 represents
the best existing data set for any gE galaxy in terms of
calibration, metallicity sensitivity, and large sample size
et al. This last factor is usually the most(Geisler 1996).
severe limitation on other data sets, which typically consist
of relatively small numbers of GCs. In such cases, the low-
order moments of the GC metallicity distributions (such as
the mean metallicities of the metal-rich and metal-poor
peaks) are reasonably well constrained, but it is impossible
to model the detailed shape of the distribution function.
Recent summaries of bimodal GC metallicity distributions
in gE galaxies can be found in et al. andGeisler (1996)
FBG97.
As mentioned in choosing the values of a and (or,° 2.2, L
V
*
alternatively, to be used in the simulations is compli-M
V
*)
cated by the possibility that the original Virgo LF di†ers
signiÐcantly from the present-day LF. Binggeli, &Sandage,
Tammann measure a \ [1.25 and for the(1985) m
B
* \ 10.6
present-day composite LF in Virgo, although the slope of
the LF at the faint end depends rather strongly on the
sample deÐnition. For instance, the best-Ðt LF for dEÏs and
gEÏs alone has a \ [1.45. We have therefore carried out
simulations for a range of assumed LF slopes, bearing in
mind that a \ [1.25 is likely to represent a lower limit on
the initial LF slope. The evolution of is expected toM
V
*
proceed more slowly, so we have combined the present-day
estimate of with the Virgo distance modulus ofm
B
* \ 10.6
mag et al. a Galactic(m[M)0 \ 31.04 (Ferrarese 1996),reddening of E(B[V ) \ 0.10, and a mean galaxy color of






Figures and compare the results of our simulations2, 3, 4
with the observed GC metallicity distribution for NGC
4472 et al. As initial conditions for the simu-(Geisler 1996).
lations, we assume and for NGCM
V
i \ [21.6 M
V
f \ [22.7
4472 (see below). We show four di†erent simulations for
each assumed LF slope, chosen to constitute a representa-
tive sample of simulated GC metallicity distributions. As a
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FIG. 2.ÈObserved and simulated GC metallicity distributions for NGC 4472. The Ðlled triangles indicate the observations of et al. whileGeisler (1996),
the open squares indicate simulated GC metallicity distributions for an assumed LF slope of a \ [1.2. The simulated data have been binned in the same
manner as the real data. The simulated GC metallicity distributions shown in the four di†erent panels are a representative sample for this choice of LF slope.
The best-Ðt double Gaussian is shown as the solid line, while the dotted lines indicate the two separate components. The total number of captured galaxies,
is recorded in the upper left corner of each panel, along with the goodness-of-Ðt statistic (see text for details).Ncap, ssim2
measure of the similarity between the observed and simu-









for each simulation. The corresponding values of aressim2recorded in andFigure 2, 3, 4.
If we assume that all of the metal-poor GCs in NGC 4472
were captured in mergers, then it is possible to calculate the
total number of galaxies consumed by NGC Of4472.5
course, this is possible simply because the capture of even a
single GC in a merger naturally entails the capture of the
entire host galaxy, something that is not true of tidal strip-
5 In we argue that the capture of GCs through tidal stripping has° 4.2
been more important in NGC 4486 than in NGC 4472 since the former is
located at the bottom of the potential well of the main Virgo cluster, close
to where the cluster tidal forces reach their maximum.
ping. The total number of captured galaxies is recorded in
each panel of Figures and Clearly, the stochastic2, 3, 4.
nature of the merger process strongly inÑuences the Ðnal
GC metallicity distribution, as a galaxy may increase its
luminosity in any number of ways : by swallowing many
small dwarfs or just a few large galaxies. The e†ect is,
however, less pronounced for steep LFs since there are rela-
tively fewer luminous galaxies, and hence the initial gE is
unlikely to capture a comparably bright galaxy. In such
cases, the Ðnal simulated GC metallicity distribution is
almost always bimodal.
According to the absolute visual magnitude ofFBG97,
NGC 4472 is Since the observations ofM
V
f \[22.7.
et al. indicate that 35% of the GCs in NGCGeisler (1996)
4472 are metal-rich, our estimate for the absolute magni-
tude of the captured component in NGC 4472 is M
V
\
[21.6, which corresponds to D65% of its present-day
luminosity. The number of captured galaxies depends on
both and the assumed LF: for LF slopes of a \ [1.2,S
n
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FIG. 3.ÈSame as in except for an LF slope of a \ [1.5Fig. 2
[1.5, and [1.8, the median number of captured galaxies
found in 1000 Monte Carlo simulations (see below) are
and respectively.44~16`19 (5/Sn), 148~48`50 (5/Sn), 508~107`109 (5/Sn),Although the total number of captures depends very strong-
ly on the assumed LF, the majority of the captured galaxies
are in most cases low-luminosity systems, each of which
contributes relatively few GCs. For our best-Ðt slopes of
a D [1.8, the bulk of the metal-poor GCs originate in gal-




It is worth bearing in mind that such estimates for the
number of captured galaxies are best interpreted as upper
limits since tidal stripping may have produced some of the
observed metal-poor GCs. However, in the absence of large
variations in within a single galaxy clusterÈor betweenS
nclusters that are morphologically and dynamically
similarÈthis technique may provide a useful method of
comparing gE merger histories.
3.1.1. Frequency of Bimodality
It is a remarkable fact that the GC metallicity distribu-
tions of virtually all well-studied gEÏs to date show some
evidence for bimodality. How frequently do our simulated
GC metallicity distributions exhibit such bimodality? To
answer this question, we have generated 1000 simulated GC
metallicity distributions for NGC 4472, assuming LF slopes
of a \ [1.2, [1.5, and [1.8. As before, the simulations
have been binned in exactly the same fashion as the observ-
ations of et al. For each simulation, we ÐtGeisler (1996).
single- and double-Gaussian distributions to the resulting
GC metallicity distribution and determine the reduced sl2for both An F-ratio test is then used toparameterizations.6
determine if the improvement obtained by including a
second component is warranted In the(Bevington 1969).
three panels in the left-hand column of we showFigure 5,
histograms of the F-ratio statistic for 1000 simulated dis-
tributions having LF slopes of a \ [1.2, [1.5, and [1.8.
As expected, bimodality becomes increasingly obvious as
LF slope is increased ; for a \ [1.8, 94% of the simulated
distributions show bimodality. However, even for rather Ñat
LFs, the majority of the simulations are bimodal. For
instance, for an LF slope of a \ [1.2, 80% of the simulated
6 The number of degrees of freedom, l, is 10 for the single Gaussian and
seven for the double Gaussian.
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FIG. 4.ÈSame as in except for an LF slope of a \ [1.8Fig. 2
distributions show statistically signiÐcant evidence for
bimodality. It is also worth pointing out that although the
simulated GC metallicity distributions are, in the vast
majority of cases, well described by double Gaussians, for
rather steep LFs there are occasions when more than two
peaks are evident in the simulations.7
Histograms for the goodness-of-Ðt statistic, are givenssim2 ,in the right-hand panels of Since the absoluteFigure 5.
calibration of this statistic depends on the appropriateness
of our assumption of Poisson uncertainties in the observed
and simulated distributions, it is probably best to interpret
the values in a relative sense.ssim2
3.1.2. Dependence on L F Slope
have shown that, for the dozen or so gEÏs that areFBG97
7 Note that & Geisler have suggested that the GC metallicityLee (1993)
distribution in M87 shows evidence for three peaks based on ground-based
photometry for ^400 GC candidates, although et al.Whitmore (1995)
have concluded from Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) photometry for more
than 1000 GC candidates that the GC metallicity distribution is more
likely bimodal in nature.
known to have bimodal GC metallicity distributions, the
location of the metal-poor peak does not appear to obey the
relation between GC metallicity and host galaxy absolute
magnitude deÐned by the GCSs of fainter galaxies and the
metal-rich GCSs of gE galaxies. Instead, the metal-poor
peaks for these galaxies fall in the range
with little or no correlation with[1.5[ [Fe/H][ [ 0.5,
A possible explanation for this curious result is given inM
V
.
which shows the mean location of the metal-poorFigure 6,
peak as a function of LF slope. (The dependence on isM
V
*
much weaker.) The metallicity distribution of the captured
GCs shows a maximum in the range
though at Ðxed slope there is a[1.5[ [Fe/H][[0.7,
scatter of ^0.15 dex in the peak location, a consequence of
the stochastic nature of galaxy mergers. Thus, the weak
correlation between the location of this peak and the lumi-
nosity of the gE is a result of the fact that the mean metal-
licity of the metal-poor GCs is determined primarily by (1)
the detailed merger histories of the individual gEÏs and (2)
the initial LF of the host cluster (see ° 6).
To explore this issue more closely, we have measured the
location of the metal-poor GC peak as a function of both a
and Ðnal gE magnitude, shows the data ofM
V
f . Figure 7
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FIG. 5.ÈL eft-hand column : Histograms of the logarithm of the ratio for 1000 simulated metallicity distributions. For each simulation, the reduceds102 /s72s2 of the best-Ðt single Gaussian, is measured along with the reduced s2 of the best-Ðt double Gaussian, c. The three di†erent panels correspond to inputs102 ,LF slopes of a \ [1.2,[1.5, and [1.8. The dashed line in each panel indicates for ratios greater than this, the inclusion of the three additionals102 /s72\ 3.64 ;free parameters is justiÐed with 95% conÐdence according to an F-ratio test. Right-hand column : Histograms of the logarithm of the goodness-of-Ðt statistic,
for the observed and simulated distributions for NGC 4472. In each case, the LF slope is the same as is indicated in the panel to its left. The median valuessim2 ,of is given in the upper left-hand corner of each panel, along with one-half the di†erence between the upper and lower quartiles.ssim2
(open squares) along with the results of our MonteFBG97
Carlo experiments. Although the shift in the peak metal-
licity with at Ðxed a is modest (particularly for steepM
V
f
LFs) and the intrinsic scatter in [Fe/H] is ^0.15 dex, there
is a slight tendency for the brighter gEÏs to capture GC
populations that are more metal-rich than those accreted
by their fainter counterparts (since the brighter gEÏs are able
to accommodate the capture of more luminous intruder
galaxies). For simplicity, we have assumed equal numbers of
metal-rich and metal-poor GCs in the simulations ; the
observed galaxy-to-galaxy scatter in this ratio (see Table 1
of is expected to weaken further the correlationsFBG97)
shown in as are di†erences in the initial LFs.Figure 7,
4. A POSSIBLE ORIGIN FOR GALAXIES : THE CASEHIGH-S
n
OF NGC 4486
Up to now, we have made no distinction between GCs
acquired through mergers or through tidal stripping since
the exact mechanism by which they are captured will have
little e†ect on the shape of the GC metallicity distribution
(see However, since tidal stripping will remove only a° 2.1).
fraction of the GCS of an individual galaxy, the number of
galaxies that must be stripped in order to explain the
observed number of metal-poor GCs will always exceed the
number of galaxies that must be captured. Moreover, the
GCSs of many galaxies are known to be more spatially
extended than the underlying halo light (see, e.g., Harris
so it is possible that the capture of GCs by tidal1991),
stripping will a†ect the speciÐc frequency of the gE di†er-
ently than will capture by mergers (i.e, by preferentially
stripping material from the outer regions of passinghigh-S
ngalaxies). We now explore the consequences of tidal strip-
ping on speciÐc frequency.
4.1. T he Initial GCSs of L ow- and Intermediate-L uminosity
Galaxies
The possibility that the high speciÐc frequencies of some
centrally dominant galaxies can be explained through tidal
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FIG. 6.ÈVariation in the median metallicity of captured GCs as a function of LF slope for a gE galaxy similar to NGC 4472. The error bars shows the
upper and lower quartiles at each point. The Ðlled squares in the right panel show the location of the metal-poor peak for the gE galaxies listed in Table 1 of
et al.Forbes (1997).
FIG. 7.ÈLocation of the metal-poor peak as a function of the Ðnal
absolute magnitude, of the gE galaxy. One thousand simulated dataM
V
f ,
sets were generated at each a and assuming equal numbers of metal-M
V
f ,
rich and metal-poor GCs. The dashed lines indicate the median peak
location for LF slopes of a \ [1.2, [1.5, and [1.8. The error bar at the
top of the Ðgure shows the typical standard deviation at each point. The
upper and lower points at each indicate the 99% conÐdence limitsM
V
f
according to the simulations. The open squares show the metal-poor peaks
for the gE galaxies listed in Table 1 of et al.Forbes (1997).
stripping of GCs from other cluster members was Ðrst sug-
gested by et al. Several potential problemsForte (1982).
with this scenario were pointed out by den Berghvan (1984)
and Harris, & Hanes the most seriousMcLaughlin, (1994),
being the objections (1) that, since tidal stripping will
remove halo stars and GCs in equal proportion, such a
process cannot explain why the speciÐc frequency of NGC
4486 is roughly 3 times greater than that of other Virgo
gEÏs ; and (2) that the high speciÐc frequency problem in
NGC 4486 is not just conÐned to the galaxyÏs envelope,
since even at a galactocentric distance of 1@È2@, the speciÐc
frequency is Given that tidal stripping has longS
n
^ 10.
been recognized as providing a natural means of producing
the extended envelopes of cD galaxies (see, e.g., Richstone
it is worth investigating this issue more closely, par-1976),
ticularly in light of several recent detections of probable
tidally stripped debris in galaxy clusters, including inter-
galactic stars Tanvir, & von Hippel and(Ferguson, 1998)
intergalactic planetary nebulae & Warren(Theuns 1997 ;
et al. et al. The results of theCiardullo 1998 ; Me ndez 1997).
planetary nebulae surveys are particularly interesting since
these studies suggest that D26%È50% of the total Virgo
luminosity may reside in intergalactic stars ; if so, and if this
di†use component has a ““ normal ÏÏ GC speciÐc frequency of
then it should be accompanied by a population ofS
n
\ 5,
35,000È75,000 tidally stripped GCs. For higher speciÐc fre-
quencies (see below), the total number of GCs will of course
be larger still.
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Apart from this observational evidence, there are theo-
retical reasons to believe that the tidal Ðeld of the cluster
potential well acts to remove matter from galaxy halos on
timescales comparable to the crossing time (Peebles 1970 ;
Consequently, this process,Gunn 1977 ; Merritt 1985).
along with collisional stripping produced during galaxy-
galaxy encounters (which usually operates on much longer
timescales ; may be responsible for the di†er-Merritt 1984),
ent kinds of tidal debris mentioned above, particularly since
low- and intermediate-luminosity galaxies may be strongly
stripped by the mean cluster tidal Ðeld.
It is recognized that the GCSs of many galaxies are more
extended than the underlying halo distributions (see, e.g.,
However, many of the galaxies upon whichHarris 1991).
this conclusion is based are located in rich clusters, so it is
unclear how environment has inÑuenced the presently
observed distribution of GCs. In other words, are the GCSs
more extended as a result of tidal stripping, or did they form
that way? Since tidal limitation by the mean cluster Ðeld is
likely to occur early on in the evolution of the cluster
(Merritt we need to consider the relative spatial1984, 1985),
extents of the halo and GC populations of galaxies at the
time of galaxy/cluster formation.
To do so, we must identify a sample of isolated galaxies
having well-studied GCSs and accurate surface brightness
proÐles. We therefore follow Meylan, & Kissler-Minniti,
Patig in deÐning a ““master dE ÏÏ galaxy using the(1996)
Local Group dwarf galaxies Fornax, NGC 147, NGC 185,
and NGC 205. To characterize the halo light in each galaxy,
we adopt the exponential scale lengths and central surface
brightnesses given by et al. We then correctCaldwell (1992).
each galaxy to a luminosity-weighted mean scale length of
pc and add the individual surface brightness pro-a
s
\ 375
Ðles to create a composite proÐle. In converting from
angular to linear scales, we adopt the same values for the
distance and reddening of each galaxy that were used to
derive the absolute magnitudes in Similarly, we scale° 2.1.
the radial positions of the GCs in each galaxy in order to
bring them onto a uniform scale. The composite surface
brightness proÐle is shown in along with the cor-Figure 8,
rected proÐles for each galaxy and for the entire ensemble of
24 GCs.
By considering only isolated dE galaxies (i.e., systems
that have probably not interacted strongly with nearby
galaxies), we minimize concerns that their GCSs have been
modiÐed by dynamical e†ects that are external to the parent
However, internal processes, of which orbitalgalaxies.8
decay through dynamical friction is most important, will
also a†ect the spatial distribution of GCSs. To estimate the







ln " , (12)
which gives the orbital decay time for an object moving in a
circular orbit around a galaxy with an isothermal potential.
Here M is the mass of the GC in question, is the typicalvtyp
8 The proximity of NGC 205 to M31 suggests it may be tidally inter-
acting with its parent galaxy. It is included in the deÐnition of the master
dE since in and 4.3 we show that past interactions of this sort are° 4.2
likely to have preferentially removed GCs rather than Ðeld stars. Including
NGC 205 in the sample therefore leads to a conservative estimate of the
initial speciÐc frequency proÐle of the master dE galaxy.
FIG. 8.ÈSurface brightness proÐles for the four dwarf galaxies used to
construct the ““ master dE. ÏÏ The curves represent exponential proÐles with
scale lengths and central surface brightnesses taken from et al.Caldwell
We have corrected all four proÐles to a common scale length of(1992).
pc before adding them to create the master dE. The radial posi-a
s
\ 375
tions of the GCs in each galaxy, also corrected to a common scale length,
are indicated at the top of the Ðgure.
stellar velocity in the galaxy, and the Coulomb logarithm ln




For which denotes the distance at which the stellarbmax,density becomes much smaller than it is in the neighbor-
hood of the orbiting GC, we adopt the e†ective radius of
each galaxy, given by Bothun, &reff \ 1.678as (Impey,Malin We take to be the mean circular velocity,1988). vtypcalculated as where is the one-dimensional(2)1@2p
g
, p
gstellar velocity dispersion in each galaxy (Mateo 1994).9
Integration of the above equation gives the initial galacto-










ln "tH ] Rf2 , (14)
where is the time since formation. In practice, we calcu-tHlate for each of the 24 GCs in the master dE using theR
ivalues of and appropriate for each dwarf, andvtyp bmaxcombine the V magnitude of each GC (see Costa &Da
Mould and references with our adopted1988, therein)10
distance estimates to derive individual masses. In doing so,








9 Our adopted value of km s~1 for NGC 205 represents thep
g
\ 38.5
average of the mean ““ core ÏÏ and ““ halo ÏÏ dispersions quoted by Mateo
(1994).
10 For GCs IV, VI, VII, and VIII in NGC 185 Jacoby, & Jenner(Ford,
there are no published magnitudes or colors. We have estimated1978),
approximate magnitudes for these objects by performing aperture photo-
metry on a V -band image taken with the KPNO 4 m telescope, which was
kindly provided by Peter Stetson.
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FIG. 9.ÈSpeciÐc frequency proÐles for the GCS of the master dE
galaxy. The triangles indicate the present-day speciÐc frequencies exterior
to the marked positions. The squares indicate the same proÐle using the
initial GCS distribution (i.e., after correcting the position of each GC for
the e†ects of dynamical friction). If placed in the core of the Virgo cluster, a
galaxy of this mass would be tidally stripped to a radius of D1 kpc. The
tidal debris would have 10, similar to that observed for the halo ofS
n
Z
NGC 4486 et al. The initial and Ðnal GC positions are(McLaughlin 1994).
shown in the top panel by the Ðlled and open symbols, respectively.
shows the radial dependence of speciÐc fre-Figure 9
quency in the master dE. Triangles indicate the net speciÐc
frequency, ([R), outside of the marked positions,S
n
f
obtained from the presently observed galactocentric dis-
tances of the GCs. Squares show the net speciÐc frequency,
([R), after correcting the position of each GC for theS
n
i
e†ects of dynamical friction. Clearly, the outer regions of
such intermediate-luminosity galaxies are likely to have
consisted of material at the epoch of galaxy/““ high-S
n
ÏÏ
cluster formation. Unfortunately, the short dynamical fric-
tion timescale for GCs originally conÐned to the inner
regions of their parent galaxies means that ([R) is essen-S
n
i
tially unconstrained interior to D1 kpc. Thus, we cannot
determine if this region also exhibited high initial speciÐc
frequencies because of the presence of GCs that have subse-
quently been destroyed.
4.2. T he E†ect of T idal Stripping on SpeciÐc Frequency
has considered the case of a test galaxyMerritt (1984)
moving through a cluster having a King model density
proÐle. In this case, tidal stripping by the mean Ðeld of the













where is the ““ core ÏÏ radius of the cluster, is its velocityR
c
p
cdispersion, and is the velocity dispersion of the testp
ggalaxy. For galaxies similar to our master dE, we expect
km s~1, and the ROSAT observations of &p
g
D 30 Nulsen
Bo hringer imply a Virgo core radius of kpc(1995) R
c
\ 45
for our adopted Virgo distance of 16 Mpc. Since the veloc-
ity dispersion of early-type, and presumably virialized, gal-
axies in the vicinity of NGC 4486 is known to be p
c
^ 600




It is important to investigate the sensitivity of to ther
tassumed density proÐle, since recent investigations into the
structure of dark halos using high-resolution, N-body simu-
lations have cast doubt on the very existence of constant-
density ““ cores ÏÏ in galaxy clusters Frenk, &(Navarro,
White hereafter These authors suggest that a1996 ; NFW).








where is a scale radius, is a better representation of ther
strue dark matter distribution. In the Appendix, we show
that the above estimate of kpc is unchanged if wer
t
D 1
adopt a Virgo density proÐle of the form of equation (16).
From we see that the tidally stripped, outerFigure 9,
regions of the master dE galaxy would have a net speciÐc
frequency of similar to that observed for NGCS
n
Z 10,
4486 et al. Since stripping by the overall(McLaughlin 1994).
cluster potential will be most important near the dynamical
center of the host cluster, it o†ers a natural explanation for
fact that galaxies are located, without exception,““ high-S
n
ÏÏ
near the dynamical centers of massive clusters (i.e., where
the tidal forces are greatest and where the tidal debris
accumulates). Thus, it may explain the correlations between
the number of ““ excess ÏÏ GCs and (1) cluster mass and (2)
ambient mass density found by et al. and byWest (1995)
Tonry, & Metzger It is worth bearing inBlakeslee, (1997).
mind, however, that the galaxies that deÐne the speciÐc
frequency proÐle shown in have a median absoluteFigure 9
magnitude of whereas the bulk of the cap-M
V
\[15.5,
tured GCs associated with M87 probably originated in
slightly more luminous galaxies (i.e., based onM
V
D [17,
and on the observed location of the metal-poor GCeq. [3])
peak in M87). Additional observations of the GCSs of
intermediate-luminosity galaxies are clearly warranted.
4.3. T he Radial ProÐle of T idally Stripped GCs
Is the spatial distribution of GCs surrounding NGC 4486
consistent with the existence of two chemically distinct GC
populations, one that formed along with the body of the
galaxy itself, and a second that was tidally stripped from
other cluster galaxies? In we show the surfaceFigure 10
density proÐle of NGC 4486 GCs taken from Harris (1986).
Though not as deep as recent CCD surveys of the NGC
4486 GCS (see, e.g., et al. et al.McLaughlin 1994 ; Whitmore
& Santiago this study o†ers much1995 ; Elson 1996),
greater areal coverage and represents the best existing
survey of the spatial structure of the GCS at large distances
from the galaxyÏs center. Note that we have plotted the total
counts of unresolved sources in order to investigate the possi-
bility that the GCS surrounding NGC 4486 has a spatial
extent that exceeds that of existing wide-Ðeld surveys. GC
candidates are indicated by the open circles. The Ðlled
squares show the arbitrarily shifted surface brightness
proÐle for the galaxy itself. The dashed line represents the
R1@4 law that best Ðts the halo light interior to the4@.5,
radius that marks the onset of NGC 4486Ïs cD envelope. If
we assume that the population of metal-rich GCs originally
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FIG. 10.ÈSurface density proÐle for NGC 4486 GCs (open circles)
taken from the wide-Ðeld photographic survey of FilledHarris (1986).
squares show the surface brightness proÐle of the underlying halo light,
arbitrarily shifted in the vertical direction. The long-dashed line shows the
best-Ðt R1@4 law for the galaxy light interior to Both the data andR\ 4@.5.
the best-Ðt proÐle are taken from Vaucouleurs & Nieto Thede (1978).
proÐle expected for the population of metal-rich GCs, should they follow
the same radial distribution as the stars themselves, is shown by the dotted
line. The zero point has been determined from the relative numbers of
metal-rich and metal-poor GCs measured by & Santiago at aElson (1996)
distance of from the galaxyÏs center (see text for details). The Ðlled2@.5
triangles show the residuals between the observed GC proÐle and that
assumed for the metal-rich clusters. The solid line shows the surface
density proÐle expected for a population of objects that trace the total
mass in the Virgo core, as measured by & Ryzhov TheCohen (1997).
dotted lines represent the 1p conÐdence limits on the slope of the inferred
density proÐle : o(r) P ra, where a \ 1.7^ 0.15.
followed the same R1@4 proÐle as the underlying halo light,
we can then use the Vaucouleurs & Nieto relationde (1978)
to deÐne the radial proÐles of both intrinsic and captured
GCs, provided we know their relative surface densities at a
single Such an estimate is possible using theposition.11
deep Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) survey of & San-Elson
tiago who obtained V I photometry of 220 GCs in a(1996),
Ðeld from the center of NGC Accord-located^ 2@.5 4486.12
ing to & Santiago roughly 44% of the GCs inElson (1996),
this Ðeld belong to the metal-rich component. Since the
star counts imply a total GC surface density ofHarris (1986)
26 arcmin~2 at we take the surface density proÐleR\ 2@.5,
of metal-rich GCs in NGC 4486 to be log &\ 1.452
This proÐle is shown by the dotted[ 3.33[(R/1@.6)1@4[ 1].
line in The residuals between the measured GCFigure 10.
11 Unless the metal-rich GCs in NGC 4486 are much more spatially
extended than the underlying halo light, this assumption will have a negli-
gible e†ect on the derived radial proÐle of metal-poor GCs in the outer-
most regions of the galaxy. For instance, if we assume that the metal-rich
GCs are twice as extended as the halo stars, the residual GC surface
densities are reduced by beyond[6% 1@.5.
12 We use the & Santiago GC photometry instead of thatElson (1996)
of et al. in order to minimize concerns that the metal-richWhitmore (1995)
and metal-poor GC populations have su†ered di†erent amounts of
dynamical erosion in the innermost regions of the galaxy (i.e., the Elson &
Santiago Ðeld is located from the center of NGC 4486, whereas the[2@.5
Ðeld of Whitmore et al. extends to within 14A of the galaxyÏs center).
proÐle of is composed of both metal-Harris (1986)Èwhich
poor and metal-rich clustersÈand that expected for the
metal-rich GCs are plotted as Ðlled triangles.
How does the radial proÐle of these ““ residual ÏÏ GCs
compare to that of the dark matter in the Virgo cluster
core? To answer this question, we make use of the dynami-
cal study of & Ryzhov who used radialCohen (1997),
velocities for more than 200 GCs to measure the cumulative
mass distribution within D40 kpc of NGC 4486. A least-
squares Ðt to the data in their Table 8 yields a relation of the
form
log M(r) \ a]b log r (17)
for the total mass, M(r), within a deprojected radius r.
Assuming a spherically symmetric mass distribution, this




where a \ 11.08^ 0.08 and b \ 1.70^ 0.15 (1 p uncer-
tainties). The surface density, &(R), of a population of
objects that follows the above mass distribution is therefore
&(R)P R~0.30B0.15 . (19)
In we plot this radial proÐle as the solid curve.Figure 10
The associated 1 p conÐdence limits are indicated by the
upper and lower dotted curves.
Despite the facts that the uncertainties in the derived
mass distribution are rather large and that the radial proÐle
of the ““ residual ÏÏ GCs was calculated under the assumption
of negligible background contamination, the agreement
between the two proÐles is striking. Unfortunately, the pho-
tographic survey of was carried out in a singleHarris (1986)
bandpass, so no information is available on the colors of the
GCs at large radii. Clearly, it is important to obtain deeper,
multicolor CCD images of the Virgo cluster core having a
comparable, or greater, Ðeld size. Such observations are
now feasible using wide-Ðeld mosaic CCD cameras, which
are available on many 4 mÈclass telescopes and would
provide a straightforward test of the prediction that appre-
ciable numbers of metal-poor, tidally stripped GCs reside at
large distances from NGC 4486. For instance, at a distance
of R\ 40@ we expect a surface density of D5 GCs
arcmin~2. At such distances, captured GCs are expected to
greatly outnumber intrinsic GCs, so that the metallicity dis-
tribution of the outermost GCs is predicted to be metal-
poor and essentially unimodal.
Conversely, the intrinsic population of GCs should domi-
nate near the very center of the galaxy. Based on Figure 10
and on the GC surface densities for the inner regions of
NGC 4486 reported by we estimateMcLaughlin (1995),
that the metal-rich GCs should outnumber the metal-poor
ones inside RD 30A, with the exact ratio depending on the
exponent governing the dependence of mass density on
radius. Note that only those GCs initially within RD 0@.1
are expected to have had their orbits decay to the galaxy
center through dynamical friction & Kor-(eq. [14] ; Lauer
mendy It is also worth pointing out that1986). equation
predicts a surface density for the metal-poor GCs of(19)
arcmin~2 at a galactocentric distance of15~4`7 R\ 1@.5 ;since the total GC surface density at this radius is approx-
imately 45 GCs arcmin~2, the implied surface density of
intrinsic GCs is ^30 arcmin~2. Thus, the measured speciÐc
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frequency of at this distance et al.S
n
\ 10 ^ 1 (McLaughlin
would correspond to for the intrinsic1994) S
n
\ 6.5~0.9`1.2GCS, which is more in accord with that found for other
Virgo gE galaxies.
5. A COMPARISON TO MERGER-INDUCED GC
FORMATION MODELS
There have been several recent reviews of models for the
formation of gEÏs and their associated GCSs (see, e.g.,
Pritchet, & McClure et al.Harris, 1995 ; FBG97; Blakeslee
One model that has received particularly close1997).
attentionÈnot only in the context of the so-called ““ high-S
nproblem ÏÏ but also in terms of bimodal GC metallicity
distributionsÈis that of & Zepf which con-Ashman (1992),
tends that numerous GCs are formed during mergers of
gas-rich galaxies. The model proposed here also involves
mergers but makes very di†erent predictions for the forma-
tion and evolution of gE galaxies and their systems of GCs.
Therefore, we include below a brief comparison of the
present model and that of & Zepf focusingAshman (1992),
on the well-studied pair of Virgo gE galaxies NGC 4472
and NGC 4486.
Perhaps the strongest evidence against the notion that
the formation of new GCs in mergers can explain both the
bimodal GC metallicity distributions and extraordinarily
large GCSs of some gE galaxies is that both NGC 4472 and
NGC 4486 exhibit strongly bimodal GC metallicity dis-
tributions despite the fact that NGC 4486, though D20%
less luminous than NGC 4472, has more than twice as
many GCs. If repeated mergers gave rise to the metallicity
distributions observed in both galaxies, then how did NGC
4486 manage to form GCs almost 3 times more efficiently
than its Virgo counterpart? Indeed, the dichotomy is even
more pronounced than such arguments suggest since the
merger rate in the vicinity of NGC 4486 is likely to have
been negligibly small once the deep potential well of the
cluster formed (i.e., the merger timescale depends very
strongly the cluster velocity dispersion ; see eq. [31] of
In the model proposed here, the proximity ofMerritt 1985).
NGC 4486 to the dynamical center of Virgo o†ers a
straightforward explanation for the di†erent number of
GCs associated with the two galaxies.
For gEÏs having speciÐc frequencies greater than weDS
n
,
predict that the ““ excess ÏÏ GCs should be metal-poor. This
prediction is contrary to that of & Zepf whoAshman (1992),
argue that the excess GCs should be metal-rich, having
formed from chemically enriched gas. Figure 3 of FBG97
demonstrates that, among the dozen or so gE galaxies that
are known to have bimodal GC metallicity distributions,
the metal-poor GCs dominate the overall GC population in
galaxies. In addition, an age-metallicity relation ishigh-S
nexpected for GCs in the & Zepf model, inAshman (1992)
the sense that the metal-rich GCs should be younger than
their metal-poor counterparts. Such a trend is not observed
for the NGC 4486 GCS et al. nor is one(Cohen 1998),
expected within the framework of the model proposed here.
6. ADDITIONAL PREDICTIONS
In addition to our predictions that there should exist
appreciable numbers of metal-poor GCs at large distances
from NGC 4486, and that the ratio of metal-poor to metal-
rich GCs should increase steadily with distance from the
galaxyÏs center (see there are a number of other° 4.3),
observations that may be used to test our model for the
origin of the metal-poor GCs associated with gE galaxies.
First, we expect no dwarf ellipticals to show bimodal GC
metallicity distributions since these galaxies are unlikely to
have complex merger histories. In addition, since the metal-
rich GCs associated with gE galaxies are assumed to have
formed in situ, during a ““ standard ÏÏ dissipational collapse
scenario, they may show a radial gradient in metallicity and
some net rotation, depending on the amount of dissipation in
the collapse of the protogalactic gas cloud (see, e.g.,Majewski
Based on we also predict a correlation1993). Figure 6,
between the location of the metal-poor GC peak and the
slope of the initial galaxy LF, in the sense that steeper LFs
produce lower metallicities for the captured GCs. However,
testing this claim will require large sample sizes since the
expected trend will be diluted by di†erences in the merger
histories of individual galaxies. In a companion paper
Coü te , & West we discuss the formation of(Marzke, 1998),
cD galaxies by tidal stripping and mergers and show that a
similar trend should exist between initial LF slope and cD
envelope color.
The metal-poor GCs surrounding NGC 4486 are predict-
ed to have been tidally stripped from other cluster galaxies
by the overall Virgo cluster potential. suggestsFigure 10
that their spatial distribution is consistent with the idea that
they are tidal debris and that they follow the same surface
density proÐle as does the mass in the Virgo core. Thus, the
metal-poor GCs in NGC 4486 are expected to show a larger
velocity dispersion than the metal-rich GCs. Radial veloci-
ties for the most distant GCs (i.e., those beyond RD 25@)
should have a dispersion comparable to those for the Virgo
cluster galaxies. Recently, has present-Kissler-Patig (1997)
ed evidence for such an e†ect in the Fornax cluster : the
distant, and predominantly metal-poor, GCs surrounding
the cD galaxy NGC 1399 have a velocity dispersion that is
indistinguishable from that of the innermost Fornax gal-
axies.
Finally, since tidal stripping of GCs is dominated by the
overall cluster potential and not by that of the gE galaxy
itself, tidally stripped GCs should accumulate in the poten-
tial well of any massive cluster, regardless of the whether or
not the potential well coincides with the location of a bright
cluster galaxy et al.(Merritt 1984 ; White 1987 ; West 1995).
7. SUMMARY
Many, perhaps most, gE galaxies have GCSs that show
bimodal metallicity distributions. We argue that such
bimodal distribution may arise from the capture of other
GCs, either through mergers or tidal stripping. For reason-
able choices for the LF of galaxies in the host cluster and for
the dependence of GC metallicity on parent galaxy lumi-
nosity, such captured GCs deÐne a metal-poor population
that has a maximum in the range [1.5[ [Fe/H][ [0.7.
Since the precise location of this maximum depends pri-
marily on the LF of the surrounding galaxy cluster, mergers
and tidal stripping provide a natural explanation for not
only the origin of the metal-poor peak, but also its poor
correlation with the luminosity of the gE Our(FBG97).
principal conclusion is that it is possible to explain bimodal
GC metallicity distributions without resorting to the forma-
tion of new GCs in mergers or by invoking multiple bursts of
GC formation.
A comparison between the simulated and the observed
GC metallicity distributions for the well-studied galaxy
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NGC 4472 shows excellent agreement, particularly for
steeper LFs. We argue that the weaker cluster tidal Ðeld
near NGC 4472 compared to NGC 4486 is responsible for
the disparity in the sizes of the GCSs of these two galaxies
since tidal stripping may, in some cases, lead to substantial
increases in speciÐc frequency. This is particularly true if the
metal-poor GCs in gEÏs were captured through tidal strip-
ping of low- and intermediate-luminosity galaxies since the
GCSs of such galaxies are likely to have been more
extended than their constituent stars at the epoch of forma-
tion. It would seem the time is ripe to reexamine the
dynamical evolution of GCSs using improved numerical
simulations (i.e., existing N-body experiments su†er from
limited resolution and restricted dynamic range ; Muzzio
With larger simulations and more sophisticated algo-1987).
rithms, it will be possible to investigate the time evolution of
the size, spatial extent and metallicity distribution of the
GCSs associated with bright cluster ellipticals.
We describe a new method for placing limits on the frac-
tion of luminous matter that has been captured by individ-
ual gE galaxies. An application of the method to NGC 4472
suggests that as much as D65% of its present-day lumi-
nosity could have been acquired in this way. This technique
may provide a useful tool for studying the merger histories
of gE galaxies.
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APPENDIX
TIDAL RADII IN AN NFW POTENTIAL
have suggested that the dark matter distribution in galaxy clusters is given byNFW





























\ 4nGo(r) , (A3)
it is possible to calculate the potential gradient
d/
dr





































where we have made use of the fact that ocrit\ 3H02/8nG.The central velocity dispersion of ^600 km s~1 for early-type galaxies in the Virgo cluster corresponds to a halo circular
velocity of ^850 km s~1. This most closely resembles model 16 of which has a scale radius of kpc and aNFW, r
s
\ 190





kpc, assuming km s~1 Mpc~1, km s~1, and a ^ b ^ 1. The agreement with that found from isH0\ 75 pg \ 30 equation (15)not surprising since have shown that the density proÐle given by di†ers signiÐcantly from isothermal onlyNFW equation (A1)
at large and small radii.
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